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Fig. S2
Solid-state 13 C NMR spectra of CS, CMCS and CS-CMCS membrane.
The solid-state 13 C NMR spectra of CS, CMCS and CS-CMCS membrane were shown in Fig.  S2 (The frozen-dried CS and CMCS from their aqueous solutions were used as control groups.). The spectrum of CS showed five major peaks with chemical shift values at 56.6, 60.4, 74.8, 81.8 and 104 .3 ppm, which were attributed to C-2, C-6, C-3/C-5, C-4 and C-1, respectively. S1 While the spectrum of CMCS was similar to CS except the additional signal of COO -at 176.9 ppm and the reduced signal of C-6. The spectrum of CS-CMCS retained all the carbon peaks presenting in CS as well as COO -signal of CMCS at 179.1 ppm. These results indicated that both CS and CMCS were present in the CS-CMCS membrane of capsules. XPS C1 S spectra were recorded as shown in Fig. S3 and the corresponding binding energies were listed in Table S1 . Based on the XPS spectrum of the CS-CMCS membrane, the deconvolution of the overlapped C 1s signals included three peaks centered at 284.79, 286.53 and 288.11 eV, which were ascribed to the C-C, C-O/C-N, and C=O/O-C-O groups, respectively. S2 In addition, the C=O/O-C-O peak area value of CS-CMCS membrane was about 20 %, which suggested that the carbon content of C=O/O-C-O in CS-CMCS PEM was fell in between CS (16.5 %) and CMCS (26.3 %). As a result, the CS-CMCS membrane was assuredly composed of CS and CMCS. The compressive Force-Strain curves of interconnected hydrogel capsule and hollow capsule (d≈6 mm) were shown in Fig. S6a . With being compressed by fixture, the pressure of interconnected hydrogel capsule was presented to increase gradually and damaged at the force of 16.95 N, which exhibited favorable mechanical properties, while the CS-CMCS hollow capsule presented damaging compressive force of 5.47 N. Therefore, the existent of internal gel membrane in interconnected hydrogel capsule produced much better mechanical properties compared with CS-CMCS hollow capsule without this structure. On the other hand, the interconnected hydrogel capsule showed considerable thermal performance with the thermal decomposition temperature about 300 °C. (Fig. S6b) 
Fig. S7
The recyclability of Ag NPs loaded interconnected hydrogel capsules in representative plots of ln(C/C 0 ) against reaction time for the reduction of 4-NP by sodium borohydride. 
